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Abstract 

The problem of planning a path for a point robot from a source point s to a destination point 
d so as to avoid a set of polygonal obstacles in plane is considered. Using well-known methods, 
a shortest path from s to d can be computed with a time complexity of 0(n3) where n is the total 
number of obstacle vertices. The focus here is in (a) planning paths faster at the expense of 
setting for suboptimal path lengths and (b) performance analysis of simple and/or well-known 
suboptimal methods. A method that enables a hierarchical implementation of any path 
planning algorithm with no increase in the worst-case time complexity, is presented; this 
implementation enables fast planning of simple paths. Then methods are presented based on the 
Voronoi diagrams, trapezoidal decomposition and triangulation, which compute (suboptimal) 
paths in O(n,/logn) time with the preprocessing costs of O(nlogn), O(n2) and O(nlogn), 
respectively. Using existing navigational algorithms for unknown terrains, algorithms that run 
in O(n log n) time (after preprocessing) and yield suboptimal paths, are presented. For all these 
algorithms, upper bounds on the path lengths are estimated in terms of the shortest of the 
obstacles, etc. 

1. Introduction 

Several formulations of the problem of planning a collision-free path for a rigid 
body or a linkage amidst a set of obstacles have been investigated by a number of 
researchers. A comprehensive treatment on various methods for solving these prob- 
lems can be found in [14,11]. Also, comprehensive treatments with a primary 

emphasis on computational complexity can also be found in [23,25,17]. 
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One of the most basic versions of the path planning problem deals with computing 
a shortest path for a point robot through a polygonal terrain in the plane. The terrain 
is finite sized and is populated by a finite number of polygonal obstacles. This problem 
was solved by Lozano-Perez and Wesley [lS] using the visibility graph methods. 
They also showed that, despite its simplicity, this problem is generic in that the 
problem of navigating a polygonal robot in a polygonal terrain using only transla- 
tional motions can be reduced to the present problem. The original method of [15] 
has been extended to the cases of a circular robot by Chew [4] and an arbitrary 
convex robot by Hirshberger and Guibas [lo]. The visibility graph methods have also 
been employed to navigate robots through unknown terrains (whose models are not 
a priori known) using vision-type sensors by Rao and Iyengar [20] and Foux et al. [7] 
(see [21] for a comprehensive treatment of nonheuristic algorithms for unknown 
terrains). 

A shortest path for a point robot from a source point s to a destination point 
d consists of straight line segments whose end points are obstacle vertices (except for 
s and d which are the start and the end points, respectively, of the path). This path can 
be computed by precomputing the visibility graph of the terrain and invoking 
a shortest path algorithm on this graph. The time complexity of computing the 
visibility graph is O(n’), where n is the total number of obstacle vertices using the 
algorithm of Welzl[24]. Also, the current best complexity of a shortest path algorithm 
for a graph of n nodes and e edges contains O(e) term, where e is the number of edges 
of the graph [l, 91. But the visibility graph can have O(n’) edges which means that 
path planning based on this method can have a complexity of 0(n2) even after 
a preprocessing phase (with O(n’) cost). 

There have been efforts to compute approximate paths with the time complexities 
smaller than that required to compute a shortest path. An s-short path is a path with 
length at most (1 +E) times the shortest path length. Chew [S] proposed an algorithm 
to compute a (Jn- I)-path with a time complexity of O(n’); around the time of 
publication of this algorithm, the best-known complexity of computing a shortest 
path was 0 (n’ log n). Subsequently, Clarkson [6] proposed a method that computes 
an s-short path in time 0 (n/e + n log n) using a data structure of size 0 (n/s) that can be 
constructed with a time complexity of 0 (n log n)/s. In spirit, we follow these ap- 
proaches in obtaining approximate paths with small time complexities. 

We first consider a hierarchical path planning method. A number of hierarchical 
path planning algorithms have been studied in the literature [2,12,27-J; a detailed 
account of hierarchical methods based on approximate cell decomposition is 
presented in [14]. From the viewpoint of computational complexity, some of these 
algorithms have not been thoroughly investigated. We propose a path planning 
method that operates on a hierarchical triangulation of the terrain; the obstacles are 
represented in full detail at the lowest level of hierarchy, and they are “merged” to 
form larger “mixed obstacles” at the higher levels. A path is attempted at the highest 
level, and if such path is not possible or has unacceptably long length, then other paths 
are attempted at the lower levels. Such methods are well developed by Zhu and 
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Table 1 
Time complexities of approximate path planning algorithms 

Method Preprocessing Path planning 

Clarkson [6] 
Voronoi diagram 
Trapezoidal decomposition 

Triangulation 
Unknown terrains algorithm: Bug1 
Unknown terrains algorithm: Bug2 

O(n log n) O(n log n) 
O(n log n) 

OH 
O(nJlogn) 
WJG3 

O(n log n) O(nJG5 
O(nlogn) 

OW O(n log n) 

Latombe [27]. Note that in these methods, there is a chance that an acceptable path 
can be computed at higher levels at presumably lower costs. But in the worst case, 
a path might have to be planned at the lowest level; in such case, the hierarchical 
algorithm could incur higher computational cost compared to the algorithm executed 
directly on the terrain. In this paper, we employ the hierarchical traingulation of 
Kirkpatrick [13] (originally proposed to solve the planar point location problem) to 
structure the levels so that the hierarchical version of the algorithm has the same 
complexity as a nonhierarchical algorithm. To be more precise, consider a path 
planning algorithm A with a time complexity of 0 (n’ logb n), for a 2 1 and b 2 0. We 
execute this algorithm A in the hierarchical setup so that the worst-case complexity of 
execution of the resultant hierarchical algorithm HA is still O(n”logb n); the hierarchi- 
cal triangulation can be generated in a preprocessing step with a cost of 0 (n log n). 
Using a particular algorithm, based on a dual graph of a triangulation, an approxi- 
mate path is computed by this method in O(n&) time after preprocessing in 
0 (n log n) time. 

Then we study (nonhierarchical) algorithms with typical time complexities of 
O(n &) and O(nlogn) (for path planning after a preprocessing phase) but 
compromise on the length of the path. We consider various techniques such as the 
Voronoi diagram, the dual graphs based on decompositions, and the unknown 
terrains algorithms. A summary of time complexities of the proposed algorithms is 
presented in Table 1; the time complexity of Clarkson’s algorithm [6] is presented for 
a constant E. We note that this table is meant to provide an overview, and the 
comparison with the algorithm of [6] is not on equal footing since the E for our 
methods is not guaranteed to be a constant. Some of these algorithms could be less 
efficient than the algorithm of Clarkson [6] in terms of the worst-case time complex- 
ity. However, these algorithms could be interesting from other perspectives such as the 
ease of implementation, the distance the robot keeps from the obstacles, etc. For 
example, in practical implementations, it is difficult to navigate a robot precisely along 
the boundaries as required by the methods of Lozano-Perez and Wesley [lS] and 
Clarkson [6]. The methods based on the Voronoi diagram keep the robot as far away 
from the obstacles as possible, and the methods based on the trapezoidal decomposi- 
tion and the triangulation are in between these two methods. Further, our analysis 
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also provides some indications as to when the well-known methods such as the 
Voronoi-diagram-based algorithms, are likely to be efficient. 

We present an approximate algorithm, based on the Voronoi diagram of the 
terrain, which is an adaptation of the retraction algorithm of O’Dunlaing and Yap 
[18]. Then we present algorithms that operate on dual graphs based on a trapezoidal 
decomposition and a triangulation of the free space. The structures used for path 
planning by these algorithms are planar graphs of 0 (n) nodes, and a shortest path on 
these graphs can be obtained in 0 (n Jlog n) time using the algorithm of Frederickson 
[8]. We use the notion of “growing” the obstacles to estimate bounds for the lengths of 
the paths generated by these algorithms. For example, for the case of the Voronoi 
diagram, the length of the generated path P is upper bounded by 

P <min P(r), 
c 

where r is a shortest path, and 

p (0 G p* + 7CSdln,~ + 2s (&x - 4nin 19 

where P* is the length of r, s is the total number of Voronoi cells that < intersects, and 
d,,, and &in are the maximum and minimum clearances (to be precisely defined later) 
of the points on the Voronoi diagram. Notice that in terrains with small clearances, 
this method is likely to yield good paths. 

We then consider the adaptations of two navigation algorithms of Lumelsky and 
Stepanov [16] originally proposed for navigating a robot with touch sensing through 
an unknown terrain. Let S1 be the set of obstacles that intersect the line segment 
joining s and d and IS, I= ml. For one algorithm, the required path can be computed 
in O(ml logm, +n) time. The length of the computed path P is upper bounded by 
D + l/2 Cios, pi, where pi is the perimeter of the obstacle i, and D is the straight-line 
distance between s to d. We show similar results for a second algorithm. In terrains 
consisting of small obstacles, these are good methods to use. Compared to the above 
algorithms that rely on “global” graph search methods (after preprocessing), these 
methods are likely to be more efficient to plan paths between close-by points in a large 
terrain (where ml is significantly smaller than n). 

The organization of the paper is as follows. A hierarchical path planning method is 
presented in Section 2; the general method is presented in Section 2.1 and a specific 
algorithm based on the triangulation is presented in Section 2.2. In Section 3, we 
present three types of approximate path planning algorithms; the algorithms based on 
the Voronoi diagram, the decompositions and the unknown terrains algorithms are 
considered in Sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. 

2. Hierarchical path planning 

The basic idea of hierarchical path planning involves building a hierarchy of 
terrains consisting of increasingly “enlarged obstacles” based on triangulations such 
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that the degree of detail increases from top to bottom. At the topmost level, there is 
only one large obstacle, and at the bottommost level, we have the actual obstacle 
terrain. We try to plan a path at the top level with two possible outcomes: (a) there is 
no path between s and d since the enlarged obstacles have isolated these points from 
each other, or (b) a shorter path is more desirable. In either case, we repeat the process 
at lower levels until a suitable path is found. Any algorithm A can be used for planning 
a path at the various levels. The main motivation of this section is to compare this 
hierarchical execution of A with the case where it is executed directly on the terrain. 
We first show that the worst-case time complexity of both are the same. Then we 
illustrate the method using a path planning algorithm based on further triangulation 
of the terrain at different levels. 

2.1. General method 

We build a search data structure T based on a triangular decomposition of the free 
space and the obstacles. Each triangle is labeled as (1)f ree if the interior of the triangle 
is a region of free space, (2) obstacle if the interior of the triangle is a region of 
obstacles, or (3) mixed if the interior of the triangle is a mixed region of free space and 
obstacles (see Fig. 1). 

We triangulate the free space into free triangles and the obstacle polygons into 
obstacle triangles as shown in Fig. l(b). Then by treating this as a planar subdivision 
G of n vertices, we construct the hierarchical structure of Kirkpatrick [ 133. We obtain 
a sequence of triangulations Si , S2, . . . , ShfNj, where Si = G and Si is obtained from 
Si_ 1 as fOllOWS: 

(i) remove a set of independent (i.e., nonadjacent) nonboundary vertices of 
St-1 with degree less than K and their incident edges; and 

(ii) retriangulate the polygons arising from the removal of vertices and edges. Then 
classify the new triangles into free, obstacle and mixed classes. 

At the lowest level, we have free and obstacle triangles as in Fig. l(b). At higher 
levels, we have mixed triangles as in Fig. l(c) and (d). For example, note that the 
next-to-last level in Fig. l(c) is obtained by removing two obstacle corners corres- 
ponding to the top and bottom obstacles. Also, the example shown in Fig. 1 illustrates 
how a shortest path between two points typically looks like when planned at various 
levels. Let hi be the number of vertices of Sip and the following properties are 
illustrated in [ 133. 

Property 2.1. ni=tlini_1 with ~ri<~r<l for i=2, . . . ,h(n). 

Property 2.2. Each triangle RlESi intersects at most H = K -2 triangles in Si- 1, and 
vice versa. 

There are a number of possible values for K. For example, the choice K = 12, yields 
a value of crcO.959. By Property 2.1, it follows that h(n)<rlog,,,nl=O(logn). 
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(a) terrain (b) lowest level 

(c) next-to-lowest level (d) higher level 

Cl free triangle 
H mixed triangle obstacle triangle 

Fig. 1. Hierarchical path planning. 

And Properties 2.1 and 2.2 jointly imply O(n) storage for storing all triangula- 
tions [13]. 

This structure has been originally employed by Kirkpatrick [13] to solve efficiently 
the planar point location problem. To illustrate the basic idea of using this structure 
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for hierarchical path planning, let T*(n) denote the time complexity of a path planning 
algorithm A when invoked on a terrain of n vertices. For path planning purposes, 
let us consider that the free space at any level is composed of free triangles only, 
i.e., all obstacle and mixed triangles are consider to be “obstacles” at that level. Let 
T*(n) = 0 (nU log* n) for some constants a > 1 and b > 0. Then, the time complexity of 
the hierarchical version of this algorithm is given (with in a constant) by the following 
expression: 

n”l log* nr 
’ 1-a” = 0 (no log* n). 

Note that nl =0(n). Although this method ensures that T,(n)=O(TA(n)), some 
careful generation of the levels is necessary so that suitable paths are found at top 
levels. Otherwise, the hierarchical algorithm can degenerate to the case where all 
paths are to be planned at the lowest level. 

2.2. Triangular decomposition 

We first describe a path planning algorithm based on a triangulation of the free 
space, and then present its hierarchical version. Analysis of the lengths of the paths 
produced by this method is provided in Section 3.2.2. The free space is decomposed 
into triangles as shown in Fig. 2. Then we define a dual graph based on the 
triangulation by representing each triangle by a graph node (for example, correspond- 
ing to the centroid of the triangle) such that two nodes are connected by a graph edge 
if and only if they share a (nonobstacle) triangulation edge. To plan a path between 
s and d, we first compute a path on the dual graph between the nodes corresponding 
to the triangles containing s and d. The path between s(d) and the corresponding 

-- 
graph node u,(u,,) is along the straight-line segment so,(duJ. See Fig. 2 for an 
illustration of this method; here for simplicity of presentation, the triangulation of the 
space outside the convex hull containing all obstacles is not shown. We wish to note 
here that the dual graph is planar. 

Now at level i of the hierarchy of last section, we compute the set of jke-space- 
connected triangles such that in each such triangle the complement of the union of the 
obstacles is connected. Then we generate a dual graph of free triangles as before. We 
add an additional graph node for each free-space-connected triangle. We add a graph 
edge between two free-space triangles if there is a common triangulation edge that 
contains a part of common boundary of the connected free space of both triangles. We 
add an edge between a free triangle and free-space triangle if they share an edge 
contains a part of free space of the mixed triangle. Note that here we consider some 
parts of the free space inside a mixed triangle to be traversable unlike the previous 
section. 
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obstacle 

0 a dual graph edge 

Fig. 2. Path planning based on triangulation. 

We can check if a given mixed triangle A is free-space-connected or not in 
O(m log m) time where m is the total number of obstacle vertices that are contained in 
the triangle plus the number of intersection points of the obstacle edges with the 
boundary of edges of the triangle. We obtain a triangulation of free space of A in 
O(mlog m) time [19]; the resultant triangles are called s&triangles. Then, we con- 
struct a dual graph G, where each node represents a subtriangle and a dual edge (u, V) 
represents the fact that the subtriangles represented by u and u share a common 
triangulation edge. Now the triangle A is free-space-connected if and only if the dual 
graph has precisely one connected component, and this can be checked in O(m) time 
using a depth-first search on the dual graph GA. These subtriangles are later used for 
path planning. 

Let there be pi triangles at level i, and for this level let mj be the sum of the number of 
vertices inside triangle j and the number of intersection points of the obstacle edges 
with the boundary of the triangle j. Now m, + m2 +..a + mpi = 0 (ni). The total time for 
checking the free-space connectedness of the mixed triangles at level i is given by 

~~lOgm~+m~lOgm~+~~~+~,lOg~,=O(n~lOg~~). 

The cost of computing the triangulations is given by O(nlog n) [19], and the addi- 
tional cost of computing the dual graphs at all levels can be shown to be 0 (n log n). 
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Then the hierarchical path planning algorithm tries to plan a shortest path (on the 
dual graph) through free-space connected triangles at the highest level. The path that 
joins the graph nodes of free- and free-space-connected triangles is planned as before; 
then each edge of this “conceptual path” is converted into an obstacle-free path by 
using the corresponding subtriangles. The time complexity of planning a path using 

this hierarchical structure is O(n&). This algorithm runs in lesser time on the 
average if paths are found at a higher levels. 

3. Approximate path planning 

We consider three types of approximate algorithms. First type is based on the 
Voronoi diagram and the well-known retraction method [18], and the second type is 
based on the dual graphs of a triangulation and a trapezoidal decomposition of free 
space. The third type is based on navigation algorithms Bug1 and Bug2 of [16] which 
have been proposed for unknown terrains. 

3.1. Retraction-based algorithms 

For a point in free space, x~s2, we define Near(x) as the set of points of the obstacle 
boundaries that are closest to x. The Voronoi diagram, Vor(O), of the terrain popu- 
lated by set of polygonal obstacles, 0, is the set of points. 

{xesZ 1 Near(x) contains more than one point}. 

In this case, Vor(0) is a union of O(n) straight-line segments and parabolic arcs, called 
v-edges, that meet at V-vertices as in Fig. 3 (see [26] for more details). Consider the 
convex hull C(0) of all obstacle vertices. Let E(0) denote the polygonal region 
obtained by pushing the edges of C(0) outwards by a distance s. We define VorI (0) to 
be the union of the Voronoi diagram of 0 that lies inside E(0) and the boundary of 
E(OP) [22]; see Fig. 3(d) for an example. 

Let us obtain the cellular decomposition of the closure of Sz n E (0) as follows: From 
each of V-vertex v, draw extension lines that join u to all its nearest points on the 
obstacle edges and the nearest obstacle vertices (see Fig. 4). Furthermore, join each 
vertex of E(0) to its corresponding obstacle vertex, and these lines are also called 
extension lines. The extension lines, V-edges and obstacle edges partition the closure of 
S2n E(0) into cells. Each cell is bounded by exactly two extension lines, exactly one 
v-edge and at most one obstacle edge. If a cell contains an obstacle edge, all points 
inside the cell are nearest to the obstacle edge and such cell is called an edge-cell. If 
a cell does not contain an obstacle edge, then all the points inside the cell are closest to 
the appropriate obstacle vertex and such cell is called a vertex-cell. 

The Voronoi diagram of the terrain can be computed in O(n log n) time using the 
algorithm of Yap [26]. Generally, a path is planned (in O(n) time) after a preprocess- 
ing step that computes a retraction Zm : 52 H I/or(O) which is defined by O.‘Dunlaing 
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(a) terrain 
(b) Vor(0) 

(c) c(O) and E(0) 
Cd) Vor fi0) 

Fig. 3. Definition of Vurl(0). 

and Yap [18) as follows: if XE Vor(0) then Im(x)=x; if not, Zm(x) is the intersection 
point obtained by extending the line segment from Near(x) through x until it 
intersects Vor(0). The navigation path is computed in O(n) time using a graph search 
algorithm such as the depth-first search [18]. This path could possibly be a longest 
possible path between s and d via the Voronoi diagram. With a nominally higher cost 

of O(n&), we can obtain a shortest path on the Voronoi diagram. 

Let Smin=minxsVor(0) (Clearance(x)> and a,,, = max,,Vor(0) {Clearance(x)}. We 
express a bound on the length of the path with respect to a shortest path 5 as follows: 

‘(g) d ‘* + P7c8,,, + 2 (I + 4) (S,,, - 6,i,), (3.1) 

where P* is the length of a shortest path 6, p is the number of vertex-cells that 
c intersects. The path r can be decomposed into two parts: a part that corresponds to 
obstacle edges and the part that does not; then q(r) is the number of edge-cells that 
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Fig. 4. Cellular decomposition of E(0). 

latter (former) part of 5 runs through. Then, P the length of the path computed by our 
algorithm and is given by 

P 4 min P ({). 
e 

To prove the bound consider a shortest path <. Imagine that each obstacle is 
“expanded” such that no expanded obstacle crosses VW(O) and the grown obstacles 
cover the entire free space contained in E(0). In other words, in the expanded terrain 
the free space contained in E(0) is precisely Vorl (0). Thus, the path planned by our 
algorithm has the shortest length in this new “expanded” terrain. Now let us track 
a shortest path < as the process of expansion takes place. Corresponding to every 
vertex of the original path, the expanded part can have a parabolic arc whose length is 
upper bounded by xS,,,, which is the perimeter of half circle with radius 6,,, 
(Fig. 5(a)). Same phenomenon happens for all the portions of 5 inside each vertex-cell 
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(a) vertex-cell 

max max 

(c) edge-cell with parabolic Voronoiedge 

(b) edge-cell with straight-line Voronoi-edge 

(d) portion of @at does not touch obstacles 

Fig. 5. Extra distances due to Voronoi cells. 

that it runs through. Now corresponding to the portions of obstacle edges the extra 
length of the path is at most 6,,, -amin (Fig. 5(b)) if the expanded part corresponds to 
a straight-line V-edge. Consider that the expanded part contains a sequence of 
parabolic arcs and straight-line segments. For each edge-cell that corresponds to 
a parabolic arc (Fig. 5(c)), the additional path length is upper bounded by 

2(68nz3~ - 6min 1. 
Now consider a segment of 5 that does not correspond to any obstacle edge. The 

typical situation is shown in Fig. 5(d). The path expands to at most two parabolic arcs 
corresponding to the end vertices and a sequence of line segments and parabolic arcs 
as in the earlier case. The lengths of the parabolic arcs at the ends are accounted by the 
vertices. Consider any edge-cell that t; runs through. The expanded portion of 
e corresponding to this cell can not introduce an additional distance bigger than 
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Fig. 6. Replace each parabolic edge by a straight line. 

2 hlax - amin). Now a bound on P(t), the length of the generated path expressed in 
terms of a shortest path <, and is given by 

where the terms on the right-hand side can be explained as follows. Let cl and c2 
denote the portions of 5 that run through obstacle edges and that do not run through 
obstacle edges, respectively. Let rl (qt) and rp (qP) denote the number of edge-cells that 
correspond to straight line and parabolic Voronoi edges, respectively, for the portion 

<I (52 ). Now (rr + 2r,) (k,, - 6,r”) is an upper bound due to edge-cells that t1 runs 
through. And pn:&,, is the distance because of the vertex-cells that < runs through, 

and ( 41 + 2q,)(&,X - Bmin) is the bound due to the edge-cells that t2 runs through. Let 
r=rl+r, and q=qz+qP. Then we have the following bound: 

We can consider replacing each parabolic arc on the computed path by a straight- 
line segment that joins the end points of the arc (Fig. 6). For this case, we can show 
that 

P(()Gp* +2p&,, +(r+q)@max--bd 

(3.2) 
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Fig. 7. Uniform corridor of width 6. 

In the particular case of rectilinear barriers such that the “free-space corrridors” are 
of the same width 6 as in Fig. 7, we can have a better bound given by 

(3.3) 

We can also consider expressing a bound on P(r) in terms of IminT the length of 
a shortest obstacle edge. We have the following bound for this case: 

P(t)<7cp8,,,+2P* [j+u +_f) J-7537, (3.4) 

where f is the fraction of r that runs through edge-cells with parabolic Voronoi edges. 
To obtain this bound, we estimate a bound on the scale factor with which the path can 
be “stretched” in any edge-cell. Consider a cell that corresponds to an obstacle edge 
and a straight-line V-edge as shown in Fig. 8(a). The expansion is maximum when the 
obstacle edge is smallest in length and the clearance varies the most along the 
corresponding Voronoi edge. Now consider Fig. 8(b). We have I< l*/cos emin, where 
1* is the length of the path { through edge-cell and 1 is the length of the Voronoi 
edge of the cell. NOW we have sin 6min/Cos Omin=(amax -Gmin)/l,,,in which yields 
sin Omin =((6,,, - 6,i”)/l,i,) cos emin. NOW using sin2 Omin + COS’ emin = 1, we obtain 
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(a) cell of an obstacle edge with straight V-edge 

A T- 
6 maXbmin 
I 

+lh- 
(b) maximum expansion 

(c) cell of an obstacle edge with parabolic V-edge 

Fig. 8. Computation of maximum expansion factor. 

Now consider a Voronoi cell corresponding to an obstacle edge and a parabolic 
--- 

V-edge as shown in Fig. 8(c). For this case we have I< AB + BC+ CD, 1* 2=, 
---- 
AB < AC, CD < DB, and hence we have 

1<21* JW+,*. 

Now consider the bound on P expressed with respect to a shortest path r as follows: 

p(r)= c extra length due to u 
vertex-cell “Of < 

+ c 
length of expanded part of y 

part y of C in edge-cell 
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<pRB,,,+(l-j-)P* J1 + (“-yy 

Thus, we have the required bound of Eq. (3.4). Now for the case of Zmin 2 S,,, - Smi,, 
we have P(~)=plr6,,,+3.828P*. 

3.2. Decompositions 

The algorithms based on decompositions can be described in general as follows. We 
partition the free space into polygons with disjoint interiors. Then we define a dual 
graph where each polygon is represented by at most three nodes and the nodes are 
connected by edges such that the resultant graph is planar and the connectivity of the 
free space is preserved. In this section, we illustrate this method in the specific contexts 
of a trapezoidal decomposition and a triangulation. 

3.2.1. Trapezoidal decomposition. The free space can be decomposed into trapezoids 
in O(n’) time using plane sweep technique [19]. Imagine that the entire terrain is 
enclosed in a big trapezoid. We sweep a horizontal line stopping at obstacle 
vertices such that from each vertex we extend (at most two and at least one) 
horizontal segments into the free space until we meet the boundary of an 
obstacle or the outer trapezoid. Then, the free space is partitioned into trapezoids 
such that each trapezoid has at most two and at least one horizontal free-space 
lines and two other edges that correspond to obstacle or outer trapezoid edges. 
Consider that each graph node corresponds to the mid-point of a free-space edge 
of a trapezoid (Fig. 9). Assuming that no two vertices have the same y-coordinate, 
each free-space line of a trapezoid has at most two nodes. For each trapezoid, we 
join the nodes of opposite sides by the dual graph edges. Note that at most two 
edges can cross in any trapezoid in which case we introduce a new dual node 
corresponding to the intersection point and the corresponding edges (Fig. 10). 
Thus, the dual graph is planar. There are O(n) trapezoids and hence the dual graph 
has O(n) vertices and edges. The suitable dual graph can be constructed during the 
process of sweeping to obtain the decompositions. 

Let S be an upper bound on the width of the trapezoids on the length of an obstacle 
edge and also on the distance between any two obstacle boundary points that are 
joined by a horizontal segment which lies in free space. We can show the following 
bound on the length of the path generated by this method: 
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Fig. 9. Dual graph based on trapezoidal decomposition. 

additional vertex 

Fig. 10. Additional vertex. 
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(a) perpendicular meets a free edge of a trapeze’ 

(b) perpendicular meets an obstacle edge 

Fig. 11. Estimation of distance 

where p is the number of vertices, that support a horizontal tangent, of shortest path 5, 

and q be the number of trapezoids that 5 intersects (including the trapezoids that it 

touches at an obstacle vertex). Now imagine that the obstacles are expanded as 

explained in the last section. Consider the vertices of 5 that support a horizontal 

tangent. For each such vertex we show that the shortest path can be stretched by 

a distance of 2&S. Consider Fig. 11. From the mid-point of each trapezoid edge, 

shoot a ray vertically up, and if it hits a free-space edge then move horizontally along 

the edge as in Fig. 1 l(a). If it hits an obstacle edge then go along the obstacle edge and 

then move horizontally as in Fig. 1 l(b). For each vertex, the extra length introduced is 

bupper bounded by 2 J+(6/2)2 = ,/% in the first case. In the second case, the extra 

length introduced is upper bounded by 2(6 + 612) < 2 $8. Now consider a portion of 
the shortest path between two vertices that support horizontal tangents. The 

expanded version of this path can be pushed laterally by the dual in each trapezoid 

it crosses (see Fig. 12). In each trapezoid it crosses, the lateral push will not be more 

than 6/2, and there are at most (q-p) trapezoids for which such extra length is 

encountered. 
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Fig. 12. Path between two points that support horizontal tangent. 

Fig. 13. Path inside a trapezoid. 

We can also obtain another bound on P(5). Now consider a portion of the shortest 
path between two vertices that support horizontal tangents. The increment due to 
each trapezoid of width ~5~ is not more than (G/2 - 1) ~5~. To see this consider Fig. 13. 

The expanded part of the path can have a length of at most (G/2)6,, and the 
expanded path can have a length at least &. Thus, the extra length 

introduced in the expansion process is upper bounded by (d/2 - 1) 6r <(G/2 - 1) 6 
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(a) two free edges (b) three free edges 

Fig. 14. Dual based on mid-points of triangles. 

for each trapezoid. The number of trapezoids that cause such shift is (q-p). Thus, we 
have the following equation: 

For the example of a terrain of rectilinear obstacles with uniform corridors of width 
6, we similarly show the following bound: 

P(r)<P*+&, 

where q is the number of nonvertical and nonhorizontal segments of a shortest path. 

3.2.2. Triangulations. Consider the dual graphs based on a triangulation of free 
space. Each node of the dual graph denotes the mid-point of a free-space edge of 
a triangle. The nodes corresponding to a triangle are connected by dual edges as 
shown in Fig. 14. This dual graph has atmost O(n) vertices and edges. The bound on 
the length of the path generated using this dual graph is given by 

where q is the number of triangles that a shortest path intersects (an intersection could 
be at a vertex), and S is an upper bound on the distance between any two vertices that 
are connected by a straight line that lies entirely inside free space. Consider Fig. 15. 
Since D, E are the mid-points of respective edges, the extra length of the path is at -- -- 
most 612, which follows by noting that DE/ BC = AE / AC = 3, and BC < 6, so DE < 612. 
For the triangles that have three free-space edges, there will be two segments in one 
triangle, the expanded part then has a length of at most 6. Thus we have total extra 
length of at most q& 
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B 

Fig. 15. Path inside a triangle. 

We can also consider a dual graph such that each dual node corresponds to the 
centroid of a triangle and two nodes are connected by a dual edge if and only if the 
corresponding triangles share a free-space edge. The bound on the path generated 
using this dual graph is given by 

where p is the number of vertices on a shortest path & q is the number of triangles that 
< intersects, 6 is an upper bound on the length of line segment that corresponds to 
a dual graph edge and I is the upper bound on the number of triangles that meet at 
a vertex. For each vertex of 5, the extra length is bounded by 2(r+ 1)s. About the 
triangles part of 5, each triangle introduces an extra length of S. 

We can obtain the constrained triangulation based on Voronoi diagram in 
O(nlog n) time [26]. One can also use other types of decompositions that are 
discussed in the survey article of [3]. The technique of expanding the obstacles can be 
used to estimate upper bounds on the path lengths in these cases also. 

3.3. Unknown terrains algorithms 

Lumelsky and Stepanov [16] proposed two algorithms bug1 and bug2 for navi- 
gating a point automaton equipped with a touch sensor from a source point s to 
a destination point d. The terrain is completely unknown and the automaton has 
a very limited amount of memory. The present problem is different from that of [16] 
since here the terrain model is known to start with. Let M-line denote the line segment 
joining s and d. An obstacle whose boundary is intersected by the M-line is called an 
intersected obstacle. A hit point of an intersected obstacle is the point on the boundary 
of the intersected obstacle farthest from d on the M-line, and a leave point is the 
nearest intersection point on the M-line. 
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(a) first algorithm 

(b) second algorithm 

Fig. 16. Methods based on unknown terrains algorithms. 

We first consider an algorithm reminiscent of bug2 which can be described as 
follows. The robot R moves along M-line towards d from s until it hits an obstacle. 
Then it moves along the boundary of the obstacle until it reaches a point on the 
M-line which is closer to d compared to the point at which it started moving along the 
obstacle. The basic idea is to attempt to keep along the M-line as much as possible. 
We implement almost the same ideas in our case as follows. First, compute the 
intersection points of the M-line and obstacles. From these intersection points we 
eliminate all points except the hit point and the leave points of the intersected 
obstacles (if there is no such intersection point, then R moves directly from s to d). 
Then we sort the resultant intersection points on M-line according to their distance to 
d. For the intersected obstacle i closest on M-line to s, we compute the distance, along 
the boundary of i, from the hit point Hi to the leave point Li in two local directions, 
left and right. Then we determine a shorter way along the boundary to get to Lie Then 
we repeat the same procedure by treating Li to be s (Fig. 16(a)). Let S1 be the set of 
obstacles that intersect M-line. Let pi be the length of the perimeter of the obstacle i. 

Then we have P< D +i Cissi pi where D < P* is the straight-line distance between 
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s and d, and P* is the length of a shortest path from s to d. The computation of all 
intersection points takes O(n) time and computing the hit and leave points takes O(n) 
time. Sorting can be performed in O(m,logm,) time, where ml =21SI 1 is an upper 
bound on the total number of hit and leave points. Note that each obstacle of 
S1 generates atmost one pair of hit and leave points. Then the computation of shorter 
paths around the obstacles takes O(nr) time, where nl is the total number of vertices 
of Sr . Thus, the total time complexity is O(mr logml +n). 

Now consider the second algorithm. For each obstacle we compute a nearest 
point to d. We proceed sequentially form s. We obtain a nearest point on the 
intersected point on M-line from s. Then we compute a shortest path around the 
nearest obstacle to the vertex of the obstacle that is closest to d. Then we repeat the 
same process until we reach a vertex from which d can be reached in a straight- 
line path (see Fig. 16). To support this algorithm we preprocess the terrain such 
that for each vertex we identify the angular range in which a ray emanating from 
that vertex into free space intersects the same obstacle (we take the first intersection 
point). Then we store this information in a balanced binary tree. The preprocessing 
can be performed in 0(n2) in time by modifying the algorithm of [24]. Let 
S2 be the set of obstacles that the robot meets on its way to the destination 
point. Thus, we have P<D+&CiEs2Pi. Given s and d, for each obstacle, the 
next obstacle on the path can be computed by binary search in O(logn) time. By 
proceeding in sequential manner the required path can be produced in 
O(m210gn+n2) time, where m2=IS2(, and n2 is the total number of vertices of 
obstacles of S2. 

The correctness of these algorithms follows from their ancestors bug1 and bug2 
[16]. Note that these algorithms perform reasonably well when the perimeters of the 
obstacles are small, and the obstacles are fairly well-spread out in the terrain. 

4. Conclusions 

We consider the problem of planning a path for a point robot from a source point 
s to a destination point d so as to avoid a set of polygonal obstacles in plane. The cost 
of planning an optimal path is O(n’) where n is the total number of vertices of the 
obstacles. First, we present a method that enables a hierarchical implementation of 
a path planning algorithm with no increase in the time complexity such that simple 
paths can be planned faster than complicated paths. We then present path planning 
algorithms based a triangulation, a trapezoidal decomposition and the Voronoi 

diagram, which compute an approximate path in 0 (n s) time with preprocessing 
costs of O(nlog n), 0(n2) and O(n log n), respectively. We then present algorithms 
based on unknown terrains navigation algorithms. We also estimate upper bounds 
on the lengths of the paths generated by these algorithms in terms of the shortest 
path length, and parameters such as the maximum clearance, perimeters of the 
obstacles, etc. 
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The proposed work is only a first attempt at the potentially vast and challenging 
area of approximate path planning algorithms. Such algorithms will be very useful in 
systems that have to operate in real-time environments. The proposed algorithms 
describe one paradigm that compromises the path length. There could be a number of 
other approximations, e.g. the methods of approximate cell decomposition [14]. 
A comparison between these paradigms will be of interest. It terms of the hierarchical 
algorithms, the proposed method only establishes the worst-case computational 
complexity result. More work is needed to make this result really effective in practice. 
It would be interesting to see if an average-case analysis of the hierarchical method 
can be used to illustrate its effectiveness. Another idea is to use different algorithms at 
different levels of the hierarchy. For the approximate algorithms, it would be interest- 
ing to see if other unknown terrains algorithms [21] can be used in the formulation of 
this paper. 
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